Hazardous alcohol consumption and risk of alcohol dependence present different neurophysiological correlates.
Hazardous alcohol consumption (HAC) is a pattern of alcohol use that may result in harm for the user and/or for those around them. Prior research has suggested that HAC and alcohol dependence share some neurophysiological features but differ in others. To determine whether HAC and alcohol dependence presented different neurophysiological correlates. Two hundred subjects were screened for HAC or alcohol dependence. A quantitative electroencephalo-graphic analysis of delta, theta, alpha and beta absolute power, relative power and mean frequency in subjects with HAC but not alcohol dependence, subjects with risk of alcohol dependence and controls was performed. One hundred and fourteen subjects met inclusion criteria. The HAC group presented with higher beta absolute power and relative power, as well as a lower beta mean frequency than the control group, while the group with risk of alcohol dependence presented lower delta absolute power than controls. HAC and risk of alcohol dependence present different neurophysiological correlates. There is an important effect of the severity of alcohol dependence on neurophysiological correlates of this condition. Our results support the existence of two different types of behavioral disinhibition.